
  

 
Beth Israel Center, Madison, WI 

 
DELEGATION OF AGENCY (SHELICHUT) (POWER OF ATTORNEY) 

FOR SALE OF HAMETZ 
 
I, the undersigned, fully empower and permit Rabbi Samuel Barth to act on my behalf as my agent to sell all 
hametz possessed by me, knowingly or unknowingly, as defined by the Torah and rabbinical law (e.g., 
leavened bread or mixtures thereof, fermented liquids, alcohol) and to effect a lease to all places where the 
hametz owned by me may be found. This agency as may be further assigned to others as Rabbi Barth may in 
his sole discretion deem necessary. I affirm that the hametz is gathered in closed or locked identifiable cabinets or 
containers. Specifically the location(s) of property under my ownership and control where hametz owned by me 
may be found are as follows: (please list home, office, second home, boat, etc). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

I am empowered also to make this appointment on behalf of the following persons, members of my 
household: 

 
 
 
 

 
The above power is intended to conform to all Torah and rabbinical regulations (halakhah), and also to be in 
accordance with the Law of the State of Wisconsin and of the United States.  My signature below effects the 
binding agreement under the laws of the US and affirms my commitment to making the agreement effective 
under Jewish Law. 

 
SIGNATURE:    

 
Date:     

 
It would be best to complete the formal transaction in person with Rabbi Barth; if that is not possible the signed 
document may be sent as an attachment to Rabbi Barth (rabbi@bethisraelcenter.org) prior to 9 AM Friday 
March 30, 2018.  

 
It is customary to make a tzedakah donation in association with this process. The donation is not a fee or 
compensation for services rendered. Donation may be made to Beth Israel Center. Funds will be directed to 
community members with Pesach needs, and to support Jews serving abroad in the Armed Forces of the USA 
(JWB, Jewish Chaplains Council). 



  

 
 

“Sale” of Hametz:    Some Background  and  Notes 
Rabbi Samuel Barth 

 
During Pesach it is commonly known that it is forbidden to eat bread – and any leavened product – all these 
prohibited  things  are  collectively  called  “hametz”  and  include  all bread, pita, pizza, cakes, baked goods, 
vinegar, beer, whisky, etc. Less well known is a separate mitzvah (command) in the Torah that prohibits even 
the ownership of these products during Pesach – having them located anywhere in home or office or business 
place. 

 
In ancient times, and for many Jews today, the simplest way to fulfill this was to eliminate these products from 
home  and  office  by  literally  “eating/drinking  them  up”  before  the  eve of Pesach. The literal last crumbs would 
be searched out by candlelight the night before Seder – traditionally with a spoon and feather. 

 
This became a true financial burden for Jewish innkeepers, merchants and bakers who had to maintain 
substantial inventory that could not easily be disposed of before Pesach – and initially it was for such 
merchants  that  the  legal  fiction  of  a  “sale  of  hametz”  was  first  developed  by  rabbis  concerned  to  avoid  si
gnificant business losses for the observance of Pesach. 

 
In following centuries this practice spread to ordinary households; there are those who critique the practice 
because  the  sale  is  a  “legal  fiction”  – the non-
Jew  who  “purchases”  the  hametz  is  fully  aware  that  the  “Purchase”  will  be  returned  8  days  later.  
Nevertheless  the  sale  is  a  “Legal”  transaction  – and affirms a 
commitment  and  concern  to  fulfill  the  directives  of  the  Torah.  By  taking  part  in  this  centuries-
old  transaction  we remind ourselves of the authority and compelling Power of the Torah, for some of us this 
serves as a reminder of our submission to God, to Divine commands. 

 
Jewish  law  traditionally  “completes  a  deal”  (for  lawyers  “executes”  a  contract)  by  an  “in  person”  kinyan   
(transfer of a symbolic object) and so Rabbi Barth  invites members of the community to come and meet with 
him for the traditional kinyan – and to exchange a personal Pesach greeting. As  this  is  a  “business  deal”  – it 
cannot be undertaken on Shabbat 

 
If meeting in person is not possible – do please complete the form and return it after signature with details of 
locations, and names of other members of household, scanned as an email attachment. 

 
Please be generous with donations at this time of year. We hope to be able to support the needs of the 
members of our community, and also to make meaningful donations for Jewish members of the Armed 
forces of the US and to Jewish students away from home. 

 

 
 

 


